ONLINE EXCLUSIVE: Fun. delivers beautiful, emotional songs in new album
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The band Fun. is a new band that I have recently become a fan of. Fun. is a band that may not
be extremely popular but support for them is growing.

Fun. would be considered and American indie pop band which includes three members, Nate
Ruess, Andrew Dost, and Jack Antonoff.

Ruess is the lead vocalist. Antonoff plays the guitars and trumpet while Dost does vocals and
plays piano, guitars, bass guitar, keyboard, synthesizers, trumpet, flugelhorn, drums and
percussion.

Their current album “Some Nights” was released on Feb. 21 by Fueled by Ramen, an American
record label that operates as a secondary of Warner Music Group.

The most popular song on the album is “Some Nights.” Fun. does a remarkable job questioning
the feeling one can have in a single night. The lyrics, “Well, some nights I wish that this all
would end; 'Cause I could use some friends for a change; And some nights I’m scare you’ll
forget me again; Some nights I always win.” These conflicting emotions make this song very
powerful.

Another song that is gaining popularity is “We Are Young,” featuring Janelle Monáe. The way
Fun. and Monáe combine their voices is beautiful. The lyrics, “Tonight, we are young; So let’s
set the world on fire; We can burn brighter than the sun,” are powerful. My generation can
especially relate to taking advantage of being young and making the most out of every night.

With “Some Nights” being Fun.’s second album I can I know it will not be their last. When I listen
to their music I feel calm. I enjoy the lyrics and the fact that the music does not overpower them.

I hope to hear more of them in the future and would recommend giving this album a shot. It’s
not for everyone but I would consider myself a fan from now on.
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